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a b s t r a c t

This paper evaluates the impact of price discount contracts and pricing schemes on the

dual-channel supply chain competition. Channel conflict occurs when the supplier

enters the online direct channel. Traditional contracts normally require tedious

administrational participation, full information of the cost structures, and other factors.

The introduction of simple price discount contracts aims at providing easy implementa-

tion and effective coordination results. From supplier Stackelberg, retailer Stackelberg,

and Nash game theoretic perspectives, we show that the scenarios with price discount

contracts can outperform the non-contract scenarios. In addition, we show consistent

pricing scheme can reduce the channel conflict by inducing more profit to the retailer.

The leader in the games might, but is not guaranteed to, have advantages.

& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the prevailing popularity of the Internet, thousands of suppliers, such as IBM, Cisco, and Nike, sell products directly
online while continuing to sell through the traditional retailers. The presence of online direct channel results in fiercer
competition for the retailers. Consequently, channel conflict occurs. In an infamous letter to its thousands of suppliers,
Home Depot stated that, ‘‘It is important for you to be aware of Home Depot’s current position on its vendors competing
with the company via e-commerce y a company may be hesitant to do business with its competitors’’ (Brooker, 1999).
However, more and more retailers become accustomed to the coexistence of their own retail channels and supplier-own
online direct channels (Zrike et al., 2001). According to the Forrester Report (Allen et al., 2000), as retailers recognize that
their role is to serve empowered consumers together with the suppliers, channel coordination will eventually overshadow
channel conflict.

Collaborating suppliers and retailers will negotiate on the retail price, wholesale price, product availability, and other
details. This paper is focused on pricing strategy and simple price contracts. There are two types of channel pricing
strategies: consistent pricing and inconsistent pricing. A consistent pricing strategy exists if the direct channel and the
retail channel are priced the same; otherwise, it is inconsistent pricing. According to Ernst & Young (2001), about two
thirds of dual-channel companies utilize consistent pricing, whereas the remaining companies use inconsistent pricing.
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This paper demonstrates that consistent pricing can protect the retailer from losing more profit when the supplier enters
the online direct channel in Stackelberg games in as a leader.

Contracts have been widely used in supply chain channel coordination. In a seminal paper on channel coordination
effects, Jeuland and Shugan (1983) show that the quantity discount contract can coordinate the supply chain. Ingene and
Parry (1995) demonstrate that a two-part tariff contract coordinates the supply chain of a manufacturer and multiple
independent retailers. Netessine and Rudi (2004) suggest that the supply chain could be coordinated if the wholesaler
partially sponsors customer acquisition expenses and partially credits the retailer for unsold products. Cachon and Lariviere
(2005) conclude that a revenue-sharing contract can perfectly coordinate the supply chain with a supplier and a retailer or
multiple symmetric retailers competing in quantities. Bernstein et al. (2006a, b) present that vendor-managed inventory
partnerships can provide perfect coordination with simple wholesale pricing schemes in two-echelon supply chains with a
single supplier and multiple retailers. However, few papers provide contracts to coordinate the dual-channel supply chain
with a direct channel. An exception is Boyaci’s (2005) work in a dual-channel distribution system where he observes that
simple contracts, such as price-only, buy-back, rebate, revenue sharing, and VMI contracts, cannot coordinate the dual-
channel supply chain with inventory decisions due to the vertical and horizontal competitions in both channels. He also
demonstrates that a penalty contract can coordinate the supply chain, but it is difficult to implement. A compensation-
commission contract can coordinate the supply chain, in which ‘‘the retailer earns revenues only as commissions on his
channel sales that exceed a flexible target.’’ However, this contract might not be desirable for the retailers, especially when
the retailers want more flexibility in dynamic Internet commence environments.

Although theories show many contracts can perfectly coordinate the supply chain, in a laboratory experiment, Ho and
Zhang (2004) show contract formats, such as two-part tariff and quantity discount contract, perform significantly lower
than the coordinated level. In fact, these contracts do not even perform at a higher level than the linear wholesale price.
Thus, we wonder whether a simple and easy-to-implement price discount contract can yield more profit for the retailer and
reduce channel conflict while the supplier determines whether to enter the direct channel. The price discount contracts
resemble the price-discount-sharing contract, as discussed in Bernstein and Federgruen (2005). While the supplier has
incentive to conceal the cost information, the simple price discount contracts do not require the cost information. Another
contract format worthy of noting is the revenue-sharing contract, which can coordinate a wide variety of supply chains;
however, it is administratively burdensome and might negatively affect the sales effort (Cachon and Lariviere, 2005).
Similarly, the revenue-sharing contract requires the suppliers reveal full cost information.

In this simple price discount contract, the wholesale price is a discounted rate of the direct/retail channel price to avoid
fierce competition in pricing between the direct and retail channels. We also utilize this contract format to enable linking
the wholesale price with the retail channel price. In fact, this type of price discount contract can be considered a form of the
retail price markup (ratio), which is quite common in retail pricing. For example, according to Fairtrade (2002), ‘‘the
retailer’s margin is typically around 30% of the retail price (for all products).’’ Wikipedia (2007) shows some customary
markup percentages for retail industries, e.g., new cars—15%, electrical appliances—30%, clothing—50%, crystal ware—60%,
food retailers—45%, cosmetics and fragrances—75–80%, and gifts and clocks—55%.

We address the dual-channel supply chain competition in a game theoretic framework. In a supplier Stackelberg game,
the supplier is the leader and the retailer is the follower in determining pricing strategies. In a retailer Stackelberg game,
the retailer is the leader and the supplier is the follower. In a Nash game, the supplier and retailer determine the pricing
strategies simultaneously. This paper contributes to the literature in several aspects. First, it addresses the dual-channel
competition from the above three game theoretic perspectives. Second, it shows that the simple price discount contracts
can improve the performance of the supply chain in different game situations. Third, it compares consistent and
inconsistent pricing schemes and shows that consistent pricing may help the Stackelberg leader.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews more relevant literature. We address the dual-
channel competition model in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the dual-channel competition without price discount
contracts; whereas Section 5 discusses the competition with two different types of price discount contracts. We show the
coordination effects of these price discount contracts compared with the revenue-sharing contract and conclude in Section
6. All proofs of this paper are in the appendices.

2. Literature review

In this section, we review more past studies related to our research in addition to those cited in Section 1. The
emergence of the Internet prods tremendous interest in multi-channel distribution systems. Chiang et al. (2003)
investigate a dual-channel market with a local retailer and an online direct market by assuming that all consumers have a
common positive preference toward local purchasing. They show that entering a direct channel can enhance the supplier’s
negotiation power and reduce the double marginalization in the retail channel. Balasubramanian (1998) examines how
different factors affect the consumer’s choice and use of channels. Chiang and Monahan (2005) demonstrate that the dual-
channel strategy outperforms other single-channel strategies in a two-echelon dual-channel inventory model in which
inventory is held at a warehouse and a retailer location. Kumar and Ruan (2006) also show that the supplier can benefit
from the direct channel in various scenarios by assuming that the consumers are either brand (or manufacturer) loyal or
retailer loyal, and the retailer carries both the supplier and other brands.
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